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Additional information on the public delivery of the ILO
Tribunal judgement: cut in net take-home pay
____________________________________________________________________________
To:
Chairs, Member Associations/Unions
Geneva, 1 July 2019
Members of the Executive Committee
Chairs, Members with Associate Status
Chairs, Associations with Consultative Status
Presidents, Federations with Observer Status
Chairs and Vice-Chairs of Standing Committees
From: Evelyn Kortum, General Secretary

As announced via FICSA's Communication N° 4 dated 21 June 2019, the ILO Administrative
Tribunal (ILOAT) will deliver its judgments (including the one relative to the “Geneva salary
cut cases) from its 128th Session in public on Wednesday, July 3, 2019, at 3 p.m. at the ILOGeneva in Room XI, floor R2.
The below reproduced practical information is taken from the ILO website at:
http://www.ilo.org/tribunal/news/WCMS_711748/lang--en/index.htm
“Practical arrangements for the public delivery of the so-called ‘Geneva salary cut cases’
The delivery in public by the President of the Tribunal of the so-called ‘Geneva salary cut cases’
on 3 July 2019 has triggered strong interest amongst the numerous complainants, many of whom
intend to attend the session… The capacity of Room XI is 95 seats. Some extra space is available
for those who wish to remain standing.
The President of the Tribunal has decided to deliver the ‘Geneva salary cut cases’ at the very
beginning of the session. All these judgments will be available immediately in the TRIBLEX
database in an anonymized version, and printed copies will be available outside Room XI as soon
as the President finishes announcing them. The video recording of the entire session will be
available on the Tribunal’s website later in the afternoon, as usual.”
Once the judgments have been delivered, FICSA will provide its members with a summary of
the considerations and judgment(s) relative to these “Geneva salary cut cases” which FICSA
members can then share with their respective memberships.
We encourage you to share this information with your colleagues.

